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1. Adverb

2. Adjective

3. Proper Noun

4. Irregular Past Tense Verb

5. Common Noun

6. Abstract Noun

7. Proper Adjective

8. Proper Adjective

9. Demonstrative

10. Superlative

11. Comparative
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Once, in a land far away, there was a taco. His name was Jeff. Jeff was an Adverb Adjective taco

who loved to sing. Proper Noun irregular past tense verb all day every day, no matter where he was.

When he was little, he sung in Opera's all the time. One day, Jeff's mom, common noun , was in the kitchen

baking cookies. Then suddenly, a big bang come from the upstairs bedroom. Chery was abstract noun .

This is something Chery has never experienced before. On the other hand, Jeff went through a scary moment on

proper adjective proper adjective last year. Jeff picked up a broom.

"Here mom! Come take demonstrative as a weapon for safety reasons!" 

Chery grabbed the broom and Jeffs hand. Together they slowly eased up the stars too see what the ruckus was.

Chery was shaking from fear, but Jeff was standing strong! He was always the kid in his kindergarten class who

was the superlative afraid of the dark during nap time. The two finally got upstairs. Then, another bang.

This bang made Jeff almost jump out of his pants! Chery was yet again scared. But now, Jeff was

comparative scared! He was petrified! They continued their way upstairs except for now Jeff crept behind

his mom. They reached the top of the stairs and eased their way into the bedroom. All of a sudden, a big, brown,

fury creature jumped out of nowhere. They then realized that the big bang was their cat playing with yarn she

found under the bed. They brought the cat downstairs and they all ate cereal together.

The End
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